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Diffdefinitionsfompactnes

Def Xi limit point compact if every infinite set has a

limitpoint

Def Xis countably compact it every countable opencover

admits afinite subcover

Def X is sequentially compact if every sequence has

A converging subsequence

Def A collection ofclosed sets Adzes has the finite

intersection property if every finite subcollection hat a

non trivialintersection

Proposition X is compact iff every collection of closed sets

with the finite intersection property has a non trivial

intersection
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Prod Let ABaes be a collection Aclosed sets

let V2 Ad Then Itta D E Ua X

Continuefromthere a

Proposition Xis countably compact iff every countable

collection of closed sets with the finite intersection

Property has a non trivial intersection iff every nested
nonempty

sequence ABnen AnClosed sets satisfies fAn f 0
AR Az Az

Prof

Recall by HeineBorel AER is compact iff it's

closed and bounded Wewould like togeneralize this thin

to arbitrary metric spates
tdead

adf.gl min d den t.gl

Observation Rn I is topologically equivalent to

R dene but Rn is closed andbonded wit et

butnot compact



Def let X d be ametric space Xis totally bounded

it teso A finite covering of X by e balls

Etc let di ide be equivalent metrics on X Then

Xis totally bonded wit d iff thesameholds wrtd

Etf Xi totallybounded X is bounded

MR AER is totally bounded as Aisbounded
wot to dear

Etc Show Rn d is bounded but not totally
bounded

Observation Consider X Rn a let B be

the closed ball of radius 1 in X Bis
Closed totally bounded but not compact

Def Let IX d be a metricspace Asequence Nrem
is a Cauchysequence if HE O F NEN s t

d Xn am LE whenever him N



Wesay Xd iscomplete if every lanchy sequence converges

EI Any closed subset of a complete metric space is complete

AIacomidesuitamispaced

Proposition Compact limit point compact

Proof Let A bean infiniteset Suppose A has no

limit points Forevery x ex let Us be aneighborhood

s t Ux RA Borg Since UAxex is

anopen lover 7 a finite subconer Um Uxn

Since Uni AA An p and Ux X it follows

That AE xu tn contradiction
a

Proposition Let Xd be a limit point compact metric
space Then X is totally bounded

Proof Suppose Xisnot totally bounded

Then F ESO S t X cannot be coveredby finitelymany

E balls Wewill construct sequence xBnen satisfying ninety
hasno limit point



let x EX Then Belt EX let xzeXIBelxi
Then Belxi VBeltz GX Let NEX Bela UBaar

and so on This defines a sequence Bren satisfying

d Xn Xm ZE forn m an Inex is an

infinite set without a limit point which is a contradiction

calledLebesgue fort

Lebesgretlemma Let X be a compact metric space and

let it be an open cover 7870 sit

each subset with diameter 28 is contained in anelementin

it

Proof

Idiom B sup doxy
XIYEB

dad Az

A

Since Xi compact F finite sub over Ali An

Let Ci Ail If X Ai forsome Kien then

any positive is a Lebesgue
Assumethat Ai X then



Note that the function its'd x Ci is cont
etc

Define f X ons by

f x t É dlx.ci
We first show f So Let xeX then te Ai forsome tie

So 7930 Belt C Ai deny ZE ASE Ci
dlx.ci E

f x o since dlx.ci
forall Jen
dcx.co o

Since fso and cont on a compactset by EUT it follows

that f x Zinff flamin 8 SO

f A 28 A TEX
If Bisa set with diameter 28 then Bis containedin

the ball Bga forsome X EB Let dlx.cn Eg dex.ci

o

since dlx.cn Ifa 8 B E BSG EAR
on

EI Lebesgue lemma holds also for arbitrary limitpoint

compact metricspaces



Dti let f X dx Y dy Wesay fis
Uniformly continuous if HE o 7870 s t

dylfex iffy LE whenever 9 Lf
Ed Uniformly cont cont

UniformContinutyth Let f Xidx Tidy be
a continuous function on a compact metric SpaceX then f

s uniformly cont

Proof Let ESO for x EX letUx F Bey
which isopen since f is cont

Then Wax is an open cover for thecompact set

X and so admits a Lebesgue f by the Lebesgue
lemma Let Nyt X satisfying IX y 28

Then 9 153 has diameter CS and so xis E Uxo

forsome to EX And so dy fax fly Idg fax fix
dy fla fly

L E

Hence fit uniformly cont



EI fix I on Co d

I Sx St Ax y1 8
iii I 514

A foil

E FG A on Con

f is uniformly cont since

functionon Cold so by
E

Uniformly cont m loll

fi uniformly cont on old

But f isnt Lipschitz

Et fix XSint on Colt

f is uniformly cont since I g x sink into

0 7 0
is a continuous extension of f on



I 11 of
The compact set Cold

On the otherhand fix Sink is cont on o d

but not uniformly cont But it's uniformly cont
on E D foranyES

proposition Compact IS countably compact

limitpoint compact

Proof istrivial

Let A bean infinite set Assume wlog

That A iscountable no A threw
Then define the sets CK MINK

Suppose A has no limit point so Cay is a nested

collection of nonempty closed sets cuz cute
KUEN

Since Xis countably compact Xm E Ca forsome

MEN which is a contradiction since x man forinfinitely

many net



Post lecture Practice Questions

1 Dothe exercise above
2 Let X be a totally boundedmetric space Show that X

isseparable Conclude that any compact metricspace in secondcounts

3 Let Bbeabasis forX Show that X is compact iff everyopen

Cover by membersin B hasa finite suscong

4 Solve 2 on 89177

s Lett Pig be equippedwith The indiscretetopology

Show IN xx is limitpoint compact but not compact

6 Solve 112,3 on pg 181

7 1PM D is complete when D Xis Egp III
8 Q dene isnot complete


